University of California, Davis
Graduate School of Management - Bay Area MBA Program for Working Professionals

Entering Class  Fall 2010

Rohit Arora  Sameer Bakare  Noelle Beegle  Vanibha Bhargava  Rodica Bizgu-Jujiwono  Rob Blakely  Ryan Boland  Ali Bolourchi  Rosa Bravo  Tim Cao  John Carnes  Sasi Chandrasekharreddy  Lulu Chen


Mahesh Nirmal  Manish Parmar  Candice Pereira  Susan Promes  Sukhanya Rajan  Britta Schinske  Chris Schraeder  Ali Sepahi  Deborah Shing  Scott Spiro  Rachel Stock  Anupam Talapatra  David Thayer

David Thomas  Sibi Joseph Vadakkumcheril  Jose Vega  Sara Michaelene Wilson  Tom Wilson  Lucas Wu  Tareq Yahya  Jeff Zalewski  Ray Zamanian  Joanna Zelaya